Neurocirculatory abnormalities in Parkinson disease with orthostatic hypotension: independence from levodopa treatment.
Patients with Parkinson disease often have orthostatic hypotension. Neurocirculatory abnormalities underlying orthostatic hypotension might reflect levodopa treatment. Sixty-six Parkinson disease patients (36 with orthostatic hypotension, 15 off and 21 on levodopa; 30 without orthostatic hypotension) had tests of reflexive cardiovagal gain (decrease in interbeat interval per unit decrease in systolic pressure during the Valsalva maneuver; orthostatic increase in heart rate per unit decrease in pressure); reflexive sympathoneural function (decrease in pressure during the Valsalva maneuver; orthostatic increment in plasma norepinephrine); and cardiac and extracardiac noradrenergic innervation (septal myocardial 6-[18F]fluorodopamine-derived radioactivity; supine plasma norepinephrine). Severity of orthostatic hypotension did not differ between the levodopa-untreated and levodopa-treated groups with Parkinson disease and orthostatic hypotension (-52+/-6 [SEM] versus -49+/-5 mm Hg systolic). The 2 groups had similarly low reflexive cardiovagal gain (0.84+/-0.23 versus 1.33+/-0.35 ms/mm Hg during Valsalva; 0.43+/-0.09 versus 0.27+/-0.06 bpm/mm Hg during orthostasis); and had similarly attenuated reflexive sympathoneural responses (97+/-29 versus 71+/-23 pg/mL during orthostasis; -82+/-10 versus -73+/-8 mm Hg during Valsalva). In patients off levodopa, plasma norepinephrine was lower in those with (193+/-19 pg/mL) than without (348+/-46 pg/mL) orthostatic hypotension. Low values for reflexive cardiovagal gain, sympathoneural responses, and noradrenergic innervation were strongly related to orthostatic hypotension. Parkinson disease with orthostatic hypotension features reflexive cardiovagal and sympathoneural failure and cardiac and partial extracardiac sympathetic denervation, independent of levodopa treatment.